
Explaining Genetics to Middle Schoolers

We have developed a presentation and in-class activities to introduce middle school students to 
genetics in general and this project in particular.  We begin with basic biology terms and 
concepts related to genetics and heart development - cell, parts of the cell, DNA, RNA, genes, 
transcription, translation, protein synthesis. 

We use sickle cell disease as a classic example of a genetic mutation that causes disease.  
Sickle cell disease results from a single change in the genetic code for hemoglobin (a change in the 
genotype).  The single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP, one change in the DNA/RNA sequence) 
results in a change of a single amino acid in the hemoglobin protein.  The phenotype (resulting 
change in how things function) causes red blood cells to be misshapen, which can block blood flow 
throughout the body and cause pain. 

In Class Activity

In class activities reinforce the concepts as the students act out protein synthesis.  We took an 
activity from [7] and adapted it.  Proteins are synthesized by translating an RNA sequence into an 
amino acid sequence.  Each 3 base pairs in the RNA sequence (called a codon) translates to 1 
amino acid.  We first translate RNA codons into English words so that the sequence results in a fun 
sentence.  We then translate the RNA codons into amino acids.  We use the actual RNA sequence 
for the hemoglobin gene, with some groups having the normal sequence and some groups having 
the sequence that results in sickle cell disease.

Code, Data, and Analysis

We use R programming to analyze the gene expression data.  We load the data as follows.
data_full <- read.csv("GSE69618_data.csv")
data <- data[, c("geneID","Normal.day0","ZNF503.knockdown.day0",

         "Normal.day6","ZNF503.knockdown.day6")]
data[,2:5] <- log2(data[,2:5])

A box plot shows the 1st quartile, median, 3rd quartile.
boxplot(data[,c("Normal.day6", "ZNF503.knockdown.day6")])

We look at the difference in expression level between normal and knockdown.
data$normal.minus.knockdown <- data$Normal.day6-data$ZNF503.knockdown.day6
hist(data$normal.minus.knockdown, breaks=1000, xlim=c(-10,10)) 

There is a clear bias in the samples - there is either higher gene expression overall in normal 
samples, or this is an artifact of the sequencing from different samples.

We determined which genes were up-regulated in the normal samples by a factor of 2 by simply looking 
for a difference of 2.

surf_up_genes <- data[data$normal.minus.knockdown >= 2,]

We used differences of 2, 3, or 4 to look for up-regulated genes, and -2 to look for down-regulated 
genes in the normal samples.  We determined how many genes were identified with each cutoff and 
how many of the genes identified by SURE/BD4ISU 2018 appeared in our lists.

We conclude that our simpler approach may do a reasonable job of identifying up-regulated 
genes in the normal samples and clearly does not do well in identifying genes down-regulated 
in the normal samples.  Further investigation is warranted.
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Research Goals and Previous Work

Goals
● Broad Goal     Better understanding of gene expression throughout heart development, with 

potential implications for diagnosing and treating heart disease
● Ongoing Project      Focus on cardiomyocyte (heart muscle cell) development beginning with 

mus musculus (mouse) embryonic stem cells and homo sapiens (human) pluripotent stem cells (not 
derived from embryos), knock down expression of suspected key genes to investigate its effects on 
cell development and expression of other genes

● This SURF Project     Learn R programming and perform a different analysis to compare against 
results from the research team’s SURE/BD4ISU 2018 results, develop materials and activities to 
communicate research with middle school students

Background, ZNF503
ZNF503, the mammalian ortholog of the Drosophila (fruit fly) noc gene, encodes a transcription factor 
that is a putative cardiac regulatory gene and is a gene of interest that is undergoing genetic 
loss-of-function experiments in both Drosophila and mammal experimental systems [1]. 

Experimental System

h-ESC (human embryonic stem cells) induced to become cardiomyocytes (heart muscle cells) 
[1].  Development was tracked for 10 days as h-ESC’s are induced along the cardiomyocyte 
development pathway.  RNA sequence data is extracted from the cells at key time points (days 0, 2, 6, 
10) to study genetic differences at these time points.  Image on right is a still of a video showing 
beating cardiomyocyte heart cells after 10 days of development.  Experimental design and use of 
h-ESCs is from [1] and earlier work; Schwab Lab at ISU is successfully running the experiment with 
mouse ESCs and human induced pluripotent stem cells (not derived from embryos).

SURE/BD4ISU 2018 Analysis
A 2018 SURE/BD4ISU team analysed the data from [1].  Raw data were downloaded from the Gene 
Expression Omnibus (GSE69618).  Before comparing wild type (normal) and ZNF503-knockdown 
samples, normalization of the expression values was performed using the edgeR and limma packages 
in R.  The results were normalized log2 counts-per-million expression values.  Differential expression 
analyses were performed using the same packages in R.  The normalization and expression 
analysis packages perform statistical and modeling calculations aimed to account for normal 
variation within samples and to give precise estimates for the probability that observed 
differences are not simply due to random variation.

For one particular case (comparing normal and ZNF503-knockdown samples at day 6), the 
SURE/BD4ISU 2018 analysis identified 527 genes that were up-regulated in the normal sample by a 
factor of 2, and 285 genes that were down-regulated in the normal sample by a factor of 2 (each with a 
p value of at most 0.05, i.e. a probability of at most 5% that the observed difference is an artifact of 
random chance).

Our Analysis Approach
We ask whether the sophisticated packages used in previous analysis yield different results 
than a simpler approach.  The raw data from GSE69618 contains raw counts of the number of RNA 
fragments of each gene present in the sample.  For each time point (day 0, 2, 6, 10) and preparation 
(normal, ZNF503-knockdown) the data contains at least two replicates (meant to allow for accounting 
for natural random variation).  

Our analysis consists of the following for each gene
1. Average the three replicates
2. Take the logarithm of the raw counts 

(not strictly necessary, but scales values similar to previous analysis)
3. Subtract day6 normal values from day6 ZNF503-knockdown values.  
Genes where the difference in step 3 is at least 2 (or less than -2) are interpreted to result from a factor 
two up- (or down-) regulation of the gene in question in the normal samples.

[3] [4]

[5][6]

geneID Normal.day0 ZNF503.knockdown.day0 Normal.day6 ZNF503.knockdown.day6

NM_000014 2.0 1.0 8.4 4.9

NM_000015 4.9 5.0 2.0 2.6

NM_000016 11.5 11.6 11.6 10.3

Cutoff # genes identified # SURE/BD4ISU genes present

2 (two-fold up-regulation in normal) 2730 476 out of 527 (90%)

3 1113 416 out of 527 (79%)

4 615 311 out of 527 (59%)

-2 (two-fold down-regulation in normal) 564 146 out of 285 (51%)


